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We present a transient Boltzmann equation based transport and reaction model for atomic layer
deposition~ALD ! at the feature scale. The transport model has no adjustable parameters. In this
article, we focus on the reaction step and the postreaction purge steps of ALD. The heterogeneous
chemistry model consists of reversible adsorption of a reactant on a single site, and irreversible
reaction of a second gaseous reactant with the adsorbed reactant. We conduct studies on the effect
of the kinetic rate parameter associated with the reaction. We provide results for number densities
of gaseous species, fluxes to the surface of the feature, and surface coverage of the adsorbing
reactant as functions of time. For reasonable reaction rate parameter values, the time scale for gas
transport is much smaller than that for reaction and desorption. For these cases, an analytic
expression for the time evolution of the surface coverage of the adsorbing reactant provides a good
approximation to the solution obtained from the transport and reaction model. The results show that
fractional coverage of the adsorbing reactant reduces significantly in the reaction step due to
reaction with the gaseous reactant and desorption. Larger values of the reaction rate parameter lead
to larger reductions in the fractional coverage during the reaction step. For smaller values of the
reaction rate parameter, the decrease in coverage is dominated by desorption. The surface coverage
of the adsorbing reactant also decreases during purge steps, due to desorption. ©2002 American
Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1481754#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic layer deposition~ALD ! has been shown to pro
vide excellent film thickness uniformity over severe topo
raphy, in addition to the ability to control film thickness.1–4

The uniformity of deposition and control over thickness c
be attributed to the self-limiting mechanism of film growt
with the film being~ideally! deposited one monolayer at
time. Because of this, ALD is a viable technique to depo
ultrathin films for diffusion barriers and conformal films i
high aspect ratio features found in modern integrated cir
fabrication.5

ALD involves pulsing reactant gases over a substrate
series, with purges of an inert gas being employed betw
reactant pulses. Typically, a gaseous speciesA is fed into the
reactor, perhaps in a carrier gas, and adsorbs on the su
in the first step of the ALD cycle. The reactor is then purg
with the inert gas, and a second gaseous reactantB is pulsed
into the reactor. The adsorbedA reacts withB to deposit a
layer of film on the substrate or on previously deposited fi
with surface sites for adsorption ofA being made available
as the reaction proceeds. The reactor is then purged a
and the next ALD cycle is started with a fresh pulse ofA.
The duration of each pulse of the ALD cycle is adjusted
provide a high rate of deposition while maintaining the pro

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
prasav@rpi.edu
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erties of conformality and control over the rate of depositi
that make ALD attractive.

A complete ALD model would account for the transien
caused by the sequence of reactant pulses and purges,
spatial scales in the reactor. In this article, the flux from
reactor volume to each feature is assumed to be consta
time, except for step changes that represent ideali
changes from one step in the ALD cycle to another. Note t
most of the relevant literature on feature scale modeling
ALD consists of descriptions of the surface processes w
out a gas phase transport model.6–9 The dominant approach
to feature scale transport and reaction analyses was de
oped to model topography evolution during convention
steady-state deposition and etch processes. These mode
pseudosteady; i.e., the local surface reaction rates are c
puted assuming fluxes are constant in time10,11 and are not
appropriate for ALD.

We use a Boltzmann equation based gas transport m
along with heterogeneous chemical reaction mechanisms12 to
study ALD. This formulation allows us to study the tran
sients of both gas phase transport and surface reaction
are inherent to ALD on the feature scale. For discussions
how to integrate reactor scale and feature scale models
Refs. 13–16. For extensions to transient integrated mu
scale modeling, see Ref. 17. For a discussion of transi
that are present on the time scale of processes, see Ref

The following section describes the transport and reac
models used. After briefly explaining the numerical meth
il:
10312Õ20„3…Õ1031Õ13Õ$19.00 ©2002 American Vacuum Society
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in the following section, we report our simulation results f
the reaction and postreaction stages of the ALD process
nally, we present results on surface coverage of the adsor
reactant over a complete ALD cycle.

II. MODEL

A. Domain

The domainV of the feature scale model includes th
interior area of one feature and a small part of the gas
main above and around the feature mouth; a schematic
two-dimensional domain chosen as a cross section of a t
cal feature is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The differential equation
needs to be accompanied by boundary conditions along]V,
which is comprised of three parts with different bounda
conditions:]V5GwøG tøGs . Here,Gw denotes the portion
of the boundary along the solid wafer surface,G t is the top of
the domain that forms the interface to the bulk of the reac
andGs denotes the union of the portions of the boundary
the sides of the domain.

B. Differential equations in the gaseous domain

The flow of a rarefied gas is described by the Boltzma
equation19–21 for each gaseous species:

] f ~ i !

]t
1v•“xf ~ i !5(

j 50

2

Qi j ~ f ~ i !, f ~ j !!, i 50,1,2. ~1!

The unknown variables are the density distribution functio
f ( i )(x,v,t), i.e., the number of molecules of speciesi at po-
sition x5(x1 ,x2 ,x3)PV,R3 with velocity v5(v1 ,v2 ,v3)
PR3 at time t>0. The f ( i ) have to be determined for a
pointsx in the domainV,R3 and for all possible velocities
vPR3. The distribution functions are scaled such that

ci~x,t !:5E
R3

f ~ i !~x,v,t !dv, i 50,1,2 ~2!

gives the molar concentration of speciesi at xPV at time t.
As written, Eq. ~1! is appropriate for ALD with one iner
background speciesI with index i 50 and reactive speciesA
andB with indicesi 51 andi 52, respectively. The left-hand
side describes the transport of speciesi. The right-hand side
describes the effect of collisions among molecules of all s
cies, in which the collision operatorsQi j model the collisions
between molecules of speciesi and j. The following para-
graphs show how we treat collisional transport of react
species in a background gas. This derivation is importan
arrive at the appropriate dimensionless formulation of
Boltzmann equation for free molecular flow.

Assuming that the reactive speciesj 51,2 are at least an
order of magnitude less concentrated than the backgro
gas 0, it can be shown that it is justified to keep only t
collision operatorsQi0 and neglectQi1 and Qi2 in every
equationi50,1,2. If we also assume that the background
is uniformly distributed in space (“xf (0)50), at equilibrium
(] f (0)/]t50), and inert~does not react with the speciesj
51,2!, then the equation forf (0) is decoupled from the re
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
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maining ones for the reactive species and consists in fac
Q00( f (0), f (0))50 only, which has as a solution
Maxwellian:19,20

f ~0!~x,v,t !5M0
ref~v !

ª

c0
ref

@2p~v0
`!2#3/2expS 2

uvu2

2~v0
`!2D , ~3!

wherec0
ref and v0

` denote a reference concentration and
thermodynamic average speed, respectively.

Using the explicit solution for the background species,
solve the linear Boltzmann equation for the reactive spec

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of a two-dimensional domain defining lengthL and
aspect ratioA. ~b! Numerical mesh for the feature withL50.25 mm and
aspect ratioA54.
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] f ~ i !

]t
1v•“xf ~ i !5Qi~ f ~ i !!, i 51,2 ~4!

with the linear collision operatorQi( f ( i ))ªQi0( f ( i ),M0
ref).

Notice that while these equations are decoupled, the s
tions for the reacting species are coupled to each o
through the boundary condition at the wafer surface t
models the surface reactions; decoupling from the ba
ground gas relies materially on the assumption that it is
inert gas.

Define reference Maxwellians also for the reactive spec
by

Mi
ref~v !5

ci
ref

@2p~v i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uvu2

2~v i
`!2D , i 51,2, ~5!

whereci
ref andv i

` denote again reference concentrations a
the thermodynamic average speeds for the species. The
erence concentrations are chosen from the ideal gas law

ci
ref5

Pi

RgT
, i 51,2, ~6!

where the partial pressure of speciesi is given by Pi

5xi Ptotal based on the chosen reference mole fractionxi ,
andRg denotes the universal gas constant; see Table I.
temperatureT in this article is the constant and spatially un
form temperature in Table I. The thermal average spe
which are used in the Maxwellians, are given by

v i
`5ARiT5AkB

mi
T5ARg

v i
T, i 51,2, ~7!

TABLE I. Physical constants, operating conditions, and species refer
quantities.

Physical constants
Universal gas constant Rg58.3145 J/~K mol!

562 400~cm3 Torr!/~K mol!
Universal Boltzmann constant kB51.3807310223 J/K
Avogadro’s number NA56.022131023/mol

Operating conditions

Ambient temperature T5500 K
Total pressure Ptotal51 Torr

Reference quantities for reactive speciesA ~i 51!

Mole fraction x150.10
Partial pressure P150.10 Torr
Reference concentration c1

ref53.231029 mol/cm3

Molecular weight v15104 g/mol
Thermal average speed v1

`52.03104 cm/s

Reference quantities for reactive speciesB ( i 52)

Mole fraction x250.05
Partial pressure P250.05 Torr
Reference concentration c2

ref51.631029 mol/cm3

Molecular weight v25128 g/mol
Thermal average speed v2

`51.83104 cm/s
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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based on the molecular weightsv i . The universal gas con
stantRg and the universal Boltzmann constantkB are related
through Avogadro’s numberNA by Rg5NAkB ; see Table I.
Writing (v i

`)25RiT results in another common represen
tion of the Maxwellians

Mi
ref~v !5

ci
ref

@2pRiT#3/2expS 2
uvu2

2RiT
D . ~8!

Note that the Maxwellians are designed to have the sa
units as the density functionsf ( i ).

The reference quantities for the nondimensionalizat
procedure are listed in Table II. The reference concentra
c* and reference speedv* are chosen equal to the corre
sponding quantities for the first reactive species. After de
ing the reference length appropriate for the domain size
L* 51 mm, we obtain on the one hand the reference time
transport ast* 5L* /v* . The mean free pathl is about 100
mm at the operating conditions listed in Table I and det
mines, on the other hand, a reference time for collisions~the
mean collision time! by t* 5l/v* . The ratio of those times
or lengths is equal to the Knudsen number Kn5l/L*
5t* /t* .

ceTABLE II. Reference quantities.

For gaseous species
Reference concentration c*ªc1

ref53.231029 mol/cm3

Reference speed v*ªv1
`52.03104 cm/s

For transport
Referernce length L* 51 mm 51024 cm
Reference time for transport t* 5L* /v* 5531029 s55 ns

For collisions
Mean free path l5100 mm51022 cm
Reference time for collisions t* 5l/v* 5531027 s

For reactions
~Formal! reference flux h*ªc* v* 56.431025 mol/~s cm2)
Total concentration of surface sites ST51029 mol/cm2

TABLE III. Dimensionless variables.

Time t̂5
t

t*

Lengths x̂5
x

L*

Velocities v̂5
v

v* , v̂ i
`5

v i
`

v*

Concentrations ĉi5
ci

c* , ĉi
ref5

ci
ref

c* , ĉi
top5

ci
top

c* , ĉi
ini5

ci
ini

c*

Density distributions f̂ ( i )5
(v* )3

c* f ( i ), f̂ i
top5

(v* )3

c* f i
top , f̂ i

ini5
(v* )3

c* f i
ini

Maxwellians M̂ i
ref5

(v* )3

c* Mi
ref

Collision operators Q̂i j 5
(v* )3t*

c* Qi j , Q̂i

(v* )3t*
c* Qi

Fluxes, reaction rates ĥ i5
h i

h* , R̂k5
Rk

h*
Fractional surface
coverage qA5

SA

ST
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The choices of dimensionless variables are listed in Ta
III. They result in the dimensionless Maxwellians

M̂ i
ref~ v̂ !5

ĉi
ref

@2p~ v̂ i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uv̂u2

2~ v̂ i
`!2D , i 51,2, ~9!

where the dimensionless groupsĉi
ref and v̂ i

` are included in
Table IV. The dimensionless Boltzmann equation is obtain
by introducing the dimensionless variables listed in Table
Notice that the left-hand side is nondimensionalized w
respect to transport, while the right-hand side is nondim
sionalized with respect to collisions. This results in t
Knudsen number appearing in the dimensionless Boltzm
equations for the reactive species

] f̂ ~ i !

] t̂
1 v̂•“ x̂ f̂ ~ i !5

1

Kn
Q̂i~ f̂ ~ i !!, i 51,2. ~10!

Since the Knudsen number Kn for gaseous flow on the
ture scale is large, Kn@1 ~see Table IV!, we obtain the equa
tions of free molecular flow

] f̂ ~ i !

] t̂
1 v̂•“ x̂ f̂ ~ i !50, i 51,2. ~11!

Recall again that the reacting species will be coupled thro
the surface reacting entering through the boundary co
tions at the wafer surface.

C. Surface reaction model

The surface chemistry model consists of reversible
sorption ofA on a single site, and irreversible reaction ofB
with the adsorbedA ~Ref. 12!

A1v
Av ,

Av1B→v1~* !,
~12!

whereAv is adsorbedA, v stands for a surface site availab
for adsorption, and~* ! is the nonadsorbing gaseous produ
Notice that surface sites available for adsorption are p
duced by the reaction ofB with adsorbedA.

The total molar concentration of surface sites available
deposition is denoted byST , see Table II. IfSA denotes the

TABLE IV. Dimensionless groups.

For speciesA ~i 51)
Dimensionless reference concentration ĉ1

ref51.0
Dimensionless reference speed v̂1

`51.0
For speciesB ~i 52!

Dimensionless reference concentration ĉ2
ref50.5

Dimensionless reference speed v̂2
`50.9

For transport and collisions
Knudsen number Knªl/L* 5100

For reactions

Reaction coefficients for reaction 1 g1
f 5STk1

f , g1
b5

ST

h* k1
b

Reaction coefficient for reaction 2 g2
f 5STk2

f

Prefactor ap5
h* t*

ST
50.3231023
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
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concentration of adsorbed molecules ofA, the difference
ST2SA is the concentration of vacant sites, and the react
rates can be written as

R15k1
f ~ST2SA!h12k1

bSA ,
~13!

R25k2
f SAh2 ,

whereh i denotes the flux of speciesi to the surface, which is
related to the distribution function of Eq.~1! by

h i~x,t !5E
n•v8.0

un•v8u f ~ i !~x,v8,t !dv8,

i 51,2, xPGw . ~14!

Here, Gw denotes the points at the wafer surface andn
[n(x) is the unit outward normal vector atxPGw . Notice
that the integral is over all velocities pointing out of th
domain due to the conditionn•v8.0. The evolution of the
concentration of sites occupied byA at every pointx at the
wafer surfaceGw is given by

dSA~x,t !

dt
5R1~x,t !2R2~x,t !, xPGw . ~15!

Notice that this model assumes that there is no signific
movement of molecules along the surface.

If we nondimensionalize the reaction rates with respec
the reference fluxh* and introduce the fractional surfac
coverageqA5SA /STP@0,1#, we obtain the dimensionles
reaction rates

R̂15g 1
f ~12qA!ĥ12g1

bqA ,
~16!

R̂25g 2
f qAĥ2

with the dimensionless coefficients given in Table IV. Ma
ing the differential equation forSA dimensionless, we obtain

dqA~ x̂, t̂ !

dt̂
5ap@R̂1~ x̂, t̂ !2R̂2~ x̂, t̂ !#, x̂PGw , ~17!

with the prefactorap5(h* t* )/ST . This differential equa-
tion is supplied with an initial condition that represents t
fractional coverageqA

ini at the initial time, which is assume
known.

Remark: It is in general impossible to find a closed-fo
solution qA( t̂) to the differential equation@Eq. ~17!#, be-
cause the coefficients involvingĥ1 and ĥ2 are not constant.
But if these fluxes are constant, then Eq.~17! becomes a
first-order linear ordinary differential equation with consta
coefficients and can be solved analytically. Specifically,
each point on the feature surface, we have the problem

dqA~ t̂ !

dt̂
52apbqA~ t̂ !1apg 1

f ĥ1 , qA~0!5qA
ini ~18!

with ap5(h* t* )/ST andb5g 1
f ĥ11g 1

b1g 2
f ĥ2, which has

the solution

qA~ t̂ !5qA
`~12e2apbt̂!1qA

inie2apbt̂ ~19!

with the equilibrium limit
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qA
`5

g1
f ĥ1

g1
f ĥ11g1

b1g2
f ĥ2

, ~20!

provided thatĥ1 andĥ2 are constant. Clearly,qA( t̂)→qA
` as

t̂→`, hence the name for the constantqA
` . Note that this

assumes that the species fluxes from the source above
wafer are constant.

D. Boundary conditions for the Boltzmann equation

At the wafer surfaceGw , we use the boundary condition

f ~1!~x,v,t !5@h1~x,t !2R1~x,t !#C1~x!M1
ref~v !,

n•v,0, xPGw ,
~21!

f ~2!~x,v,t !5@h2~x,t !2R2~x,t !#C2~x!M2
ref~v !,

n•v,0, xPGw ,

whereh i is the flux of speciesi to the surface andRk is the
reaction rate of reactionk. The boundary condition assume
diffusive emission of molecules, i.e., with the same veloc
distribution as the reference Maxwellian.19,21 In the absence
of reactions (Rk50), the inflowing part off ( i ) is then pro-
portional to the flux to the surfaceh i , because all molecule
are being re-emitted. In the presence of reactions thought
rates of re-emission differ from the incoming flux by th
reaction rates, which could have either sign.

The factorsCi are chosen as

Ci~x!5S E
n•v,0

un•vuMi
ref~v !dv D 21

, i 51,2, ~22!

to guarantee mass conservation in the absence of react
i.e., we require that influx equal to outflux for each spec
for Rk50:

E
n•v,0

un•vu f ~ i !~x,v,t !dv5E
n•v.0

un•vu f ~ i !~x,v,t !dv.

~23!

Notice thatCi(x) depends on the positionxPGw via the unit
outward normal vectorn(x).

Using the reference fluxh* , formally chosen ash*
5c* v* ~see Table II!, the dimensionless boundary cond
tions attain the same form as the dimensional ones as

f̂ ~1!~ x̂,v̂, t̂ !5@ĥ1~ x̂, t̂ !2R̂1~ x̂, t̂ !#Ĉ1~ x̂!M̂1
ref~ v̂ !,

n• v̂,0, x̂PGw ,
~24!

f̂ ~2!~ x̂,v̂, t̂ !5@ĥ2~ x̂, t̂ !2R̂2~ x̂, t̂ !#Ĉ2~ x̂!M̂2
ref~ v̂ !,

n• v̂,0, x̂PGw ,

with the dimensionless fluxes to the surface

ĥ i~ x̂, t̂ !5E
n• v̂8.0

un• v̂8u f̂ ~ i !~ x̂,v̂8, t̂ !dv̂8, i 51,2 ~25!

and with
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
the
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Ĉi~ x̂!5S E
n• v̂,0

un• v̂uM̂ i
ref~ v̂ !dv̂ D 21

, i 51,2. ~26!

The top of the domain of the feature scale modelG t forms
the interface to the bulk of the gas domain in the reactor,
we assume that the distribution off ( i ) is known there. More
precisely, we assume that the inflow has a Maxwellian
locity distribution, hence

f ~ i !~x,v,t !5 f i
top

ª

ci
top

@2p~v i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uvu2

2~v i
`!2D ,

i 51,2, n•v,0, xPG t . ~27!

Using the dimensionless variables in Table III results in
dimensionless boundary condition

f̂ ~ i !~ x̂,v̂, t̂ !5 f̂ i
top5

ĉi
top

@2p~ v̂ i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uv̂u2

2~ v̂ i
`!2D ,

i 51,2, n• v̂,0, x̂PG t . ~28!

On the sides of the domainGs , which are perpendicula
to the mean wafer surface, we use specular reflection for
boundary condition to simulate an infinite domain. This co
dition can immediately be stated in dimensionless form a

f̂ ~ i !~ x̂,v̂, t̂ !5 f̂ ~ i !~ x̂,v̂8, t̂ !, i 51,2, n• v̂,0, x̂PGs
~29!

with

v̂85 v̂22n~n• v̂ !. ~30!

Finally, we assume that the initial distribution of gas
given by

f ~ i !~x,v,t !5 f i
ini
ª

ci
ini

@2p~v i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uvu2

2~v i
`!2D ,

~31!
i 51,2, xPV, t50

with a Maxwellian velocity distribution; in particular, the
choice ofci

ini50 results in no gas of speciesi in the domain
initially. The dimensionless initial condition is then

f̂ ~ i !~ x̂,v̂, t̂ !5 f̂ i
ini5

ci
ini

@2p~ v̂ i
`!2#3/2expS 2

uv̂u2

2~ v̂ i
`!2D ,

~32!
i 51,2, x̂PV, t̂50.

Remark: If the reference concentrations in the refere
Maxwellians are chosen asci

ref5ci
top and there are no surfac

reactions, the reference Maxwellians will be the exact eq
librium solution of the model by construction.

III. NUMERICAL

This article reports on numerical results obtained in t
dimensions, and the numerics are stated in two-dimensio
form here; the generalization to three dimensions is straig
forward, but considerably more computationally intense.
simplify notation, the hats~•̂! used to indicate dimensionles
variables are omitted in this section.
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The solutionsf ( i )(x,v,t) to the kinetic equation@Eq. ~11!#
together with the boundary conditions@Eqs. ~24!, ~28!, and
~29!# and the initial condition@Eq. ~32!# depend onx
PV,R2, vPR2, and t>0. We approach the problem b
expanding the unknownsf ( i ) for the reactive species in ve
locity space:

f ~ i !~x,v,t !5 (
k50

K21

f k
~ i !~x,t !wk~v !, i 51,2, ~33!

where thewk(v), k50,1,...,K21, form an orthogonal set o
basis functions in velocity space with respect to some in
product ^•,•&C , namely, ^wk ,wk&C5qkÞ0 for all k and
^wk ,w l&C50 for all kÞ l .

To obtain an equivalent system of equations for the v
tors of coefficient functions

F ~ i !~x,t !5S f 0
~ i !~x,t !

]

f K21
~ i ! ~x,t !

D , i 51,2, ~34!

the expansions in Eq.~33! are inserted into Eq.~11! and the
equations tested againstwk in scalar product̂ •,•&C . This
Galerkin approach yields the systems of linear hyperb
equations

]F ~ i !

]t
1A~1!

]F ~ i !

]x1
1A~2!

]F ~ i !

]x2
50, i 51,2 ~35!

with matricesA(1),A(2)PRK3K. Following ideas in Ref. 22,
it is possible to make a judicious choice of basis functions
make these matrices diagonal. First mathematical res
based on this approach can be found in Refs. 23 and
Notice again that while the systems of differential equatio
appear decoupled, their solutions are still related through
boundary condition at the wafer surface.

This system of linear hyperbolic equations is now pos
in a standard form amenable for numerical computatio
However, due to its large size, the irregular structure of
domain, and the requirement to compute for long times
still poses a formidable challenge. It is solved using the d
continuous Galerkin method implemented in the code DG25

which is well-suited to the task. See Ref. 26 for more d
tailed information on the numerical method.

The demonstration results presented in this article
computed using four discrete velocities in eachx1 and x2

direction; hence, there areK516 equations fori 51,2 hence
32 equations total. For the results of the adsorption and
adsorption purge steps presented in Ref. 27, some re
were checked against discretizations using six discrete
locities in each direction, and good agreement was found
each of these comparisons. The spatial domain was me
rather coarsely to save on computation time. The mesh
the domain is shown in Fig. 1~b!. As shown below, the coars
mesh and the value ofK are sufficient to show that the tim
scale for transport is much faster than the time scale
adsorption and reaction for reasonable chemistries. In t
this leads to a significantly simpler model that has the a
lytic solution of Eq.~19! for the surface fractions.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
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IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results for the re
tion and postreaction purge steps of ALD, and show that
~19! for the surface coverage ofA is accurate for the condi
tions studied. We also show a predicted time evolution
surface coverage ofA over one complete ALD cycle. For al
the simulation results reported here, we choose the geom
displayed in Fig. 1~a! with the aspect ratioA54. The feature
mouth is assumed to beL50.25mm wide. Figure 1~b! shows
the mesh used in the simulations. Results on the adsorp
and postadsorption purge steps for the same geometry
reported in Ref. 27; the following subsections provide resu
for the reaction and the postreaction purge steps. We
provide results for surface coverage over one complete A
cycle, which are computed using the analytical approxim
tion of Eq. ~19!. The model is given by the dimensionles
equations detailed in previous sections. Some parameter
ues are listed in Table IV. Additionally, we need to spec
the ~dimensionless! reaction parameters in Eq.~16!. In Ref.
27, numerical simulations on the adsorption and desorp
step were conducted for the valuesg 1

f 50.0, 1.0, 1022, and
1024. In the majority of the cases, the desorption coefficie
was chosen relative to the adsorption coefficient asg 1

b

5g 1
f /100. In this work, we choose the valuesg 1

f 51022 and
g1

b51024, and provide simulation results for reaction ra
coefficient values ofg 2

f 51022, 1024, and 1026. We justify
these values for dimensionless reaction rate constants in
subsection on the reaction step.

To complete the model, we need to choose the initial c
dition for the ~dimensionless! gas concentration throughou
the domainĉi

ini and for the fractional coverageqA
ini , as well

as the coefficient in the boundary condition at the top of
domainĉi

top. The values forĉi
ini and ĉi

top, which are used to
specify the initial condition for the flux distributions ofA
andB, are different for each step of the pulse cycle and
specified in the following subsections. To generate appro
ate initial conditions for surface coverage and number d
sities, we assume an ALD pulse cycle with adsorption a
reaction steps of 450 ms duration each, and purges tha
50 ms long.

In order to analyze the behavior of the fluxesĥ i to the
surface and of the fractional surface coverageqA over time,
three significant points on the wafer surface are chosen
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Point 1 is located on the flat area of th
wafer surface at~20.75L,0!, point 2 is located halfway down
the trench and hasx2 coordinate20.5AL, and point 3 is
located at the bottom of the feature at (2AL,0). The fluxes
ĥ i and the fractional coverageqA are presented as time evo
lutions at these representative locations. The choice of th
locations is consistent with the locations used in Ref. 27

A. Reaction step

At the beginning of the reaction step, we assume there
no molecules of speciesA present in the domain, henceĉi

ini

50.0. As shown in the section on the postreaction pu
step, it is a good approximation to assume that the num
densities of reactant species go to zero during purge st
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No A is fed from the top, soĉ1
top50.0. No molecules of

speciesB are present initially in the domain, soĉ2
ini50.0. We

assume thatB is fed into the domain during the reaction st
with a Maxwellian velocity distribution and the full refer
ence concentration, henceĉ2

top5 ĉ2
ref50.5; see Table IV. For

values ofg 1
f 51022 and g1

b51024 and the specified dura
tions of the adsorption and postadsorption purge steps,
initial condition for the fractional coverage of speciesA for
the reaction step is chosen to be 0.71 and is assumed
spatially uniform. This value is computed as described
Ref. 27. The initial condition for the postreaction purge d
pends on the values obtained from simulations of the re
tion step for the different values ofg 2

f chosen. We fixg 1
f

51022, g1
b51024, and study three different values of th

dimensionless reaction rate,g 2
f 51022, 1024, and 1026.

Figure 2 shows plots of the dimensionless number den
of B for g 2

f 51022 at timest510.0, 40.0, and 80.0 ns, re
spectively. From the plots, we see that the dimension
number density ofB reaches a uniform constant value at
points in the domain in the first 80.0 ns of the reaction st
The number density ofB at the top of the feature reaches t
steady-state value within the first 10.0 ns; however, the n
ber densities at points inside the feature are below this va
This is partly because someB is being consumed as it reac
with adsorbedA on the feature surface, and partly due to t
inherent time required to reach the bottom of the feature.
results for number density ofB for g 2

f 51024 and 1026 are
similar to the results forg 2

f 51022, and the plots for those
cases are not displayed. In all cases, the feature fills up
speciesB by the end of 80.0 ns of the reaction step.

Figure 3 shows plots of the dimensionless flux of spec
A to the surface at the three observation points on the fea
surface for the three values ofg 2

f under consideration. This
flux of A is produced by desorption during the reaction st
The flux shows an initial increase to a small value and
cays with time. This increase is due to the initial conditi
for the number density ofA ~zero!. There is a small amoun
of A present in the feature due to desorption from the s
face, which continues through the reaction step. The
decays with time much faster for the value ofg 2

f 51022 than
for the lower values of the dimensionless reaction rate
rameter. This is due to the larger rate of reaction forg 2

f

51022.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding plots of the dimensi

less flux ofB to the surface with time. The flux at all thre
observation points reaches the same steady-state valuĥ2

50.207 in no more than 30 ms for all values ofg 2
f . The

initial transient for ĥ2 at Point 1 is so short that it is no
visible on the scale in the plot; it occurs in a period of le
than 10.0 ns. For low values ofg 2

f , the feature floods with
reactant, and an essentially spatially uniform flux is est
lished; the results are essentially the same forg 2

f 51024 and
g 2

f 51026. Reaction proceeds as a result of this flux. T
flux at the interior points of the feature takes longer to rea
the steady-state value forg 2

f 51022 than for the other two
values of the reaction rate parameter; this is due to morB
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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being consumed by reaction when it first contacts the surf
than in the case with lower coefficients.

The fractional coverage ofA during the reaction step a
the three observation points is shown in Fig. 5. Forg 2

f

51022, the coverage at all three points reduces almos
zero in this time due to consumption by reaction and deso
tion. The fractional coverage at the two interior observat
points decreases at slower rates than the coverage in th
area of the wafer. Figures 5~b! and 5~c! show the coverage

FIG. 2. Reaction step: dimensionless number density of speciesB for a
feature with aspect ratioA54 for g 2

f 51022 at times~a! 10.0 ns,~b! 40.0
ns, and~c! 80.0 ns. Note the different scales on thex1 and thex2 axes.
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for g 2
f 51022 and 1024, respectively. The reduction in cov

erage is much slower at these lower values of the reac
rate parameter. The results shown in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! are
similar because the decrease in coverage is dominate
desorption ofA, as explained in the following paragraph.

FIG. 3. Reaction step: dimensionless flux to the surface of speciesA vs time
at the three observation points@see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51022, ~b! g 2
f

51024, and~c! g 2
f 51026. Notice the scales of the vertical axes.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
n

by

The simulation results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate t
we can use the approximationsĥ150.0 andĥ250.207 in
Eq. ~19! to obtain an analytic representation for the fraction
coverage. The solid diamonds in Fig. 5 represent the pre
tions from the analytic expression, and are in excellent ag
ment with the simulation results at the top of the featu
where the flux reaches the steady-state value the earliest

FIG. 4. Reaction step: dimensionless flux to the surface of speciesB vs time
at the three observation points@see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51022, ~b! g 2
f

51024, and~c! g 2
f 51026.
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analytic solution also explains the very small difference
the coverage between Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! for g 2

f 51022 and
1024, respectively. The parameter in Eq.~19! that determines
the rate of decrease in the coverage isb5g 1

f ĥ11g1
b

1g 2
f ĥ2. For the flux values in both cases,b is dominated by

g1
b51024 for both values ofg 2

f . This again highlights how

FIG. 5. Reaction step: fractional coverage vs time at the three observ
points @see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51022, ~b! g 2
f 51024, and~c! g 2

f 51026.
The solid diamonds show the analytical solution given by Eq.~19!. Notice
the different scales on the vertical axes.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
important it is to account for desorption during the reacti
step.

To justify the parameter values chosen in our simulat
studies, we perform an analysis on the deposition rates
each value ofg 2

f we have considered. This is done by o
taining estimates of the maximum deposition rate at the s
of the reaction step. The deposition rater is governed by the
reaction rateR2. Using Table III and Eq.~16!, we find

R25h* R̂25h* g 2
f qAĥ2 . ~36!

For our choice of initial condition for the reaction step,qA is
0.71 at the start and can be set to unity in an order of m
nitude analysis. Using the value forh* from Table II and
ĥ250.207 obtained from the simulation results

R251.331025g 2
f mol/~s cm2) ~37!

with the dimensionless reaction coefficientg 2
f still present.

This molar reaction rate can be converted to a deposition
by multiplication with an appropriate molar volume. If a mo
lar volume of V510 cm3/mol is assumed, the depositio
rate r is

r 5VR2'1024g 2
f cm/s. ~38!

Thus, the maximum deposition rates are of the order of
0.1, and 0.001 nm/s for dimensionless reaction rates ofg 2

f

51022, 1024, and 1026, respectively. Deposition rates i
constant rate processes such as chemical vapor depositio
at the higher end of the range considered in our simulatio
and we conclude that appropriate values ofg 2

f have been
chosen for the analysis in this study.

B. Postreaction purge step

At the beginning of the purge step after reaction, the d
main is filled with gaseous molecules ofB, henceĉ2

ini5 ĉ2
ref

50.5; see Table IV. But no more gas is fed from the to
thereforeĉ2

top50.0. The corresponding values forA are cho-

sen to beĉ1
ini50.0 andĉ1

top50.0. This means that there is n
A initially present in the domain or being fed into the doma
at the top.

The initial condition for the fractional coverageqA for the
postreaction purge is assumed to be the value of the cove
at the end of the reaction step. Using the length of 450 ms
the reaction step and the observed value ofĥ2, the analytic
solution given by Eq.~19! is used to predict the appropriat
values. Forg 2

f 51022, the fractional coverage at the end
the reaction step is zero. The corresponding values of co
age for g 2

f 51024 and 1026 are 0.022 and 0.040, respe
tively. The coverage at the end of the reaction step for
cases is essentially spatially uniform, and this spatially u
form initial condition is used for the coverage in the post
action purge.

Plots of the dimensionless number density ofB for g 2
f

51022 are presented in Fig. 6 for 10.0, 40.0, and 80.0
into the postreaction purge step. Plots forg 2

f 51024 and
1026 are similar and are not shown. In all cases, the num
density ofB at the top of the feature reduces almost to ze

on
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within the first 10.0 ns, but it takes close to 80.0 ns forB to
be removed from the feature volume. This result justifies
initial condition used for the number density of speciesA in
the reaction step.

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show the dimensionless flux ofA
for g 2

f 51024 and 1026, respectively. In both cases, the flu
of A decays after an initial increase. The flux values
g 2

f 51024 are lower than the flux values forg 2
f 51026, be-

cause the level of adsorbedA available for desorption is

FIG. 6. Postreaction purge step: dimensionless number density of specB
for a feature with aspect ratioA54 for g 2

f 51022 at times~a! 10.0 ns,~b!
40.0 ns, and~c! 80.0 ns. Note the different scales on thex1 and thex2 axes.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
e

r

lower. The initial increase is a consequence of the choice
a zero initial condition forA. Although this initial condition
is an approximation, the number densities are several or
of magnitude lower than the flux values forg 2

f 51026, be-
cause the level of adsorbedA available for desorption is
lower. The initial increase is a consequence of the choice
a zero initial condition forA. Although this initial condition
is an approximation, the number densities are several or
of magnitude lower than those ofB. The flux of A for g 2

f

51022 is zero, because noA is present in the system, and
not shown.

Figure 8 shows the corresponding plots of the dimensi
less flux ofB. The dimensionless flux ofB decays to zero in
approximately 6 ms for all values ofg 2

f . The results for the
flux of B are similar for all three values ofg 2

f , largely be-
causeB does not adsorb.

Figures 9~a! and 9~b! show results for the fractional cov
erage of speciesA for g 2

f 51024 and 1026, respectively. The
results forg 2

f 51022 are not presented, since the coverage
the end of the reaction step was zero, and noA is present in
the system. The diamonds in the plots show the predicti

FIG. 7. Postreaction purge step: dimensionless flux to the surface of sp
A vs time at the three observation points@see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51024

and ~b! g 2
f 51026. Notice the scales of the vertical axes.
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of the analytic solution given by Eq.~19! with the dimen-
sionless fluxes ofA and B being set to zero. The analyti
expression provides good estimates of the reduction in c
erage with time for the observation point in the flat area
the feature. The coverage at the points in the interior of
feature show a lag from the coverage in the flat area.

From the plots shown up to 30 ms and from the plots
number density and flux for the postreaction purge, we c

FIG. 8. Postreaction purge step: dimensionless flux to the surface of sp
B vs time at the three observation points@see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51022,
~b! g 2

f 51024, and~c! g 2
f 51026.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
v-
f
e

f
-

clude that the purge step can be shortened. This assume
changes on the reactor scale could be accomplished a
rates required. The values of coverage are low, and des
tion further reduces the coverage. The fluxes and num
densities indicate that the feature is free ofB within the first
6 ms of the postreaction purge, and the rest of the purge t
only serves to reduce the fractional coverage ofA within the
feature.

C. Analytic model of one ALD cycle

The comparisons between simulation results and the a
lytic solution for the fractional coverageqA demonstrate tha
the analytic solution can be used as a predictor for m
choices of reaction coefficients. Therefore, we complete
information given by the simulations for all four steps of o
ALD cycle ~in Ref. 27 and above! by using the analytic
solution to plot the evolution ofqA for one full ALD cycle in
Fig. 10. The vertical lines mark the beginning and end of
steps: adsorption for 0<t<450 ms, postadsorption purge fo
450<t<500 ms, reaction for 500<t<950 ms, and postreac
tion purge for 950<t<1000 ms.

ies

FIG. 9. Postreaction purge step: fractional coverage vs time at the t
observation points@see Fig. 1~a!# for ~a! g 2

f 51024 and~b! g 2
f 51026. The

solid diamonds show the analytical solution given by Eq.~19!. Notice the
different scales on the vertical axes.
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As all three plots show, we chose coefficients for the
sorption and desorption of speciesA that result in equilib-
rium coverage at the end of the adsorption step, and a siz
decrease of coverage during the postadsorption purge
Figure 10 shows that for the largest value ofg 2

f considered,
the reaction of gaseousB with the adsorbed molecules ofA

FIG. 10. Prediction of fractional coverage vs processing time during one
ALD cycle using the analytic solution given by Eq.~19! for ~a! g 2

f 51022,
~b! g 2

f 51024, and ~c! g 2
f 51026. Adsorption step: 0<t<450 ms, postad-

sorption purge step: 450<t<500 ms, reaction step: 500<t<950 ms, post-
reaction purge step: 950<t<1000 ms.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 20, No. 3, May ÕJun 2002
-

ble
ep.

proceeds rapidly. This causes the rapid decrease of fracti
coverage ofA during the reaction step. As Figs. 10~b! and
10~c! show for the smaller values ofg 2

f considered, the de
crease in fractional coverage is slow by comparison but
reaches very low levels at the end of the reaction step~450
ms!. However, as the similarity of Figs. 10~b! and 10~c! dem-
onstrates, the decrease of coverage is dominated by de
tion of adsorbed molecules ofA from the wafer surface and
not by reaction of gaseous molecules ofB with adsorbed
molecules ofA. This means that the speed of the decrease
coverage in itself does not indicate a desired performanc
the process: deposition occurs if the coverage ofA decreases
due to reaction withB. This may be interpreted to mean th
the choice of chemistry should be made with the relative s
of desorption rate ofA and reaction rate ofA andB in mind,
the best being a slow desorption and fast reaction rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A model and a numerical method capable of simulat
the transient behavior during the various stages of ato
layer deposition were presented. The reaction and postr
tion purge steps of ALD were studied. The transport in t
gas phase was modeled by the Boltzmann equation. The
erogeneous chemistry model included reversible adsorp
of a reactant on a single site, and irreversible reaction o
second gaseous reactant with the adsorbed reactant. Par
ric studies were conducted on the effect of the reaction
constant. Number densities of gaseous species, fluxes to
surface of the feature, and the surface coverage of the
sorbing reactant were computed as functions of time. T
results provide information on the interplay between g
phase transport and surface reaction mechanisms du
ALD. The gas transport in the feature volume is relative
fast, and the surface mechanisms are rate-controlling for
parameter values studied. For these cases, the flux and
number density within the feature volume are spatially u
form and at steady-state for almost the entire time of e
pulse in an ALD cycle. An analytic expression provides
good approximation to the solution for surface coverage
the adsorbing reactant obtained from the transport and r
tion model. The results show that the fractional coverage
the adsorbing reactant reduces significantly in the reac
step due to reaction with the gaseous reactant. Larger va
of the reaction rate parameter lead to larger reductions in
fractional coverage during the reaction step. For smaller v
ues of the reaction rate parameter, the decrease in covera
dominated by desorption. The surface coverage of the
sorbing reactant also decreases during the reaction and p
steps, due to desorption.
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